in the event it is grounded in
shallows or shoreline areas.

The mounting is designed to
place the hopper directly in the
agitation created by the boat
propeller to provide rapid dis-
solving of the algicide. Special
chutes have been installed to
facilitate filling the hopper from
100-pound sacks stored aboard
the boat.

The hopper was constructed in
the Water Department shop and
required approximately 48 man-
hours. Total cost was approxi-
mately $325.00.

Two men are required to oper-
ate the boat and fill the hopper.
A set of material-handling con-
veyor tracks are used for un-
loading the truck. The cost of
the conveyor tracks was approxi-
mately $100.00.

Another piece of special
equipment devised by Water De-
partment personnel is a steel
hopper and blower for applica-
tion of small crystal copper sul-
fate. This hopper was also built
in the Water Department shop
at a total cost of $200.00 and
required two days to fabricate.
This hopper is temporarily sus-
pended from the bed of a truck
carrying a skid-mounted com-
pressor.

This device is used to apply
chemicals to the 7-mile shoreline
of the primary storage reservoir
at Lake Youngs and the 1-mile
shoreline of the Tolt Regulating
Reservoir.

Two men can operate the
equipment with one man driv-
ing the truck and one man at-
tending the feeding of copper
sulfate into the hopper. The
coverage is very uniform and is
rapidly applied. The speed of
travel of the truck is the gauge
used in determining the dosage
applied.

---

Bo-Rid Soil Sterilant in
New Dry Form, Says Bogle

Bo-Rid soil sterilant weed and
grass killer formulations are now
appearing in a new, dry-pellet
form, reports the R. H. Bogle Co.,
Alexandria, Va.

In its new form the layered
configuration flows out as a
white granular grit, easy to see
and handle, the company says.
The pellets hug the ground.
Ground moisture works slowly
to dissolve the pellet layer upon
layer, providing a long-lasting
action for increased effective-
ness.

Specifications describe the
three main formulations: Bo-Rid
20H for initial kill of heavy prob-
lem vegetation; 20K for follow-
up of pretreated areas or medium
vegetation control; and 10H-15K
for general weed and grass con-
trol in southern areas.

Data sheets covering these
three formulations are available
to interested readers who write
to R. H. Bogle Co., Alexandria,
Va.

---

VICHED & HERBICIDES

for
treatment
and
maintenance
of
fine turf

These specialty products, de-
veloped specifically for golf
course and park use, are now
available for the treatment and con-
trol of fine turf grasses. VICHEM
research in agricultural chemicals
has produced such outstanding devel-
opments as DSMA—DiSodium Methy-
Arsonate; AMA—Ammonium Methyl Ar-
sionate; CPA—Calcium Propyl Arsonate;
CALAR—Calcium Acid Methyl Arsonate.

... the finest chemicals
to protect your finest turf.

FUNGICIDES

LIQUIPHENE 105 (PMA) THIURAM 75 (Thiram 75G)
THIURAM M (Thiram-Mercury) MERCURAM (Thiram-PMC)
SURFACTANT 958 WETTING AGENT

Distributor Inquiries Invited

VINELAND, NEW JERSEY

VINELAND CHEMICAL COMPANY
Manufacturing Plants: Vineland, New Jersey • Palmer, Puerto Rico

See Us at Booth 159
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